
Coldwater Pipe Ceremony on Indigenous Peoples Day—Wonderful News! 

Sheldon Wolfchild, former chair of the Lower Sioux Reservation at Morton MN, phoned 
John Anfinson, local National Park Service head, on Wednesday 9/28, and received 
permission to hold a prayer/pipe ceremony at Coldwater Springs on Indigenous Peoples 
Day, Monday 10/10/16.  

When Anfinson asked how many people were expected, Wolfchild said 100. Anfinson 
reportedly said okay, we can handle that. It is my impression that the National Park 
Service is going to try to mow space near the spring. 

Before NPS took over management of the 27-acre Mississippi bluff top land, a mown 
grass clearing next to the pond with its trees and Spring House allowed gatherings and 
picnics. NPS clear cut the park, every tree and bush around the spring, and brought in 
tons of dirt fill to flatten the landscape at the top of the Mississippi gorge into a mini 
prairie. Prairie planting is the current mode because it is the fastest, cheapest way to 
prettify parkland.   

Much of Coldwater has been replanted from Big Woods to prairie. Near the Spring 
House however the land was cleared of the great willow and various maple, 
cottonwoods, ironwood, sumacs and invasive buckthorn but not replanted.  

Plant volunteers have filled in. NPS used Roundup on some hearty cup plants because 
they were “too tall” and did not fit in with future landscape ideas. The sage also 
disappeared. Currently access to the Spring House is limited to a narrow path.  

Coldwater was the first Euro-American settlement in Minnesota, considered by some as 
the birthplace of the state. It is currently known as a dog park.    

The Back Story 

On September 1, 2012, when Coldwater Springs park opened to the public the NPS 
superintendent at the time emailed the Mendota Mdewakanton Dakota Tribal 
Community that they could not hold a pipe ceremony. People gathered anyway and 
NPS brought in an armed, uniformed man.  

It was a startling response to a sacred ceremony comparable to wearing a pistol to 
church.  

Wolfchild led the paperwork business to satisfy NPS process demands that Coldwater is 
a sacred Dakota site. Traditionally all springs are sacred because they provide the only 
safe drinking water.  

Anfinson interpreted the sacred paperwork designation for Coldwater to only enrolled 
Dakota members of Lower Sioux. Dakota people hold that Coldwater is sacred to the 
entire Dakota oyate (nation/people) harking back to the 1805 U.S.-Dakota “Pike” Treaty.  



That treaty has never been adjudicated since it could theoretically lead to the restoration 
of Minneapolis, St. Paul and Bloomington back to the Dakota. 

Return to Coldwater  

It is time to gather 100 Coldwater supporters and celebrate coming home to the water. 
Consider bringing a folding chair to the ceremony. 

—Susu Jeffrey for The Coldwater Committee 

  

Indigenous Peoples Day 

Monday, October 10, 2016     

12-noon  

Indigenous Peoples Day prayer/pipe ceremony at sacred Coldwater 
Springs    

Sheldon Wolfchild will lead the ceremony 

Sturdy shoes recommended for the short walk to the spring.  

Women are asked to wear long skirts in respect of Dakota tradition. 

DIRECTIONS: Coldwater Springs is between Minnehaha Park & Fort 

Snelling, in Minneapolis, just North of the Hwy 55/62 interchange. 
From Hwy 55/Hiawatha, turn East (toward the Mississippi) at 54th 

Street, take an immediate right, & drive South on the frontage road 
for ½-mile past the parking meters—keep going through the cul-de-

sac, past the Coldwater Spring entrance sign and into the free 
parking lot. 

Following the ceremony coffee and cookies will be shared at the 
spring.  

Sponsored by volunteers with the Coldwater Committee in 

cooperation with the National Park Service.   

Monday evening of Indigenous Peoples Day  10/10/16   

7 pm  



4200 Cedar Avenue South, Minneapolis 

“STARDREAMERS The Indian System”  

The documentary film traces the mid-1800s interaction of the 

Dakota with the U.S. government when treaties were forced upon 
the people who were manipulated by noted Minnesota politicians 

Henry H. Sibley and Alexander Ramsey.   

Meet filmmaker Sheldon Wolfchild who will lead a discussion 

following the film.  

Sponsored by WAMM (Women Against Military Madness), free 
admission, free popcorn, open to the public.  


